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								Trend Setters Competition							
						

						
							02/28/2024 | 
													
						

						
						
							

Help to shape the future of Irish interior design by voting for a new paint colour to be added to our permanent range, along with the opportunity to christen the hue with a unique name. Four esteemed Irish interior designers; Alison Dunne, Sinead Cassidy, Aodhain Scallan and Patricia Wakely have chosen their colour predictions for 2024. Which is your favourite?

What’s more, the winning name of the most popular colour will receive a half day in home colour consultation. We also have loads of runners up prizes to give away including paint, instore vouchers and interior design time slots. Vote by clicking below and name your favourite colour to be in with a chance of winning.

		This was created with nature in mind. This brown hue with warm undertones can make a space feel super cocooning, and by layering with natural woods and gold finishes can bring any room to the next level.
		This colour for me just oozes tonnes of potential décor schemes. If you are seeking a stylish backdrop for a contemporary or classic room design for any room in your home, look no further. Accessorise with neutral accents or tasteful colour pops.
		The perfect blush! A warm and inviting colour. It’s the ideal pale pink-peach colour. It pairs beautifully with rich colours such as navy blue and forest green but is equally fabulous paired with colours from the same side of the colour wheel such as oranges and reds.
		A mid-deep green that has its foot planted firmly between warmth and elegance. Adds a “grown-up” green feel to your interior but has a versatility that will satisfy contemporary or more traditional tastes. For a contemporary look use neutrals, or colour drenched on all trims to give a moody look.
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							Weekend project

Refresh a staircase

Spruce up your staircase spindles and bannisters

1)

Start by covering any surrounding surfaces with dust sheets and securing them with Low Tack Washi Tape if needed.  If there are any nails sticking out ensure that you knock them into the wood using a hammer.



*

*

2)

Lightly sand over the wood before you begin to paint to ensure a rough based for the paint to stick to. Then, hoover the bannisters and wash them lightly with a damp cloth and some sugar soap to remove any excess dirt.





**

3)

Prime your bannister with our water based Pure Grip primer and use our Pro-D brush. Start at the top of your staircase and work your way down it. Ensure that you are covering all of the wood as you are priming. We recommend leaving the Pure Grip primer to dry for at least 4 hours before applying your finishing topcoat.



*

*

4)

Now it’s time for the fun part – choosing your paint colour! Our Advanced paint range offers different finishes with excellent adhesion and colours to choose from. You will paint in the same fashion as priming – start at the top and work your way down. You can apply a second coat if needed. Leave to dry for at least 4 hours before you remove your protective dust sheets and masking tape. Voila, new staircase!
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							Weekend project

Kitchen Cabinet Refresh

Breathe new life into your kitchen cabinetry

1)

Remove all the doors and any hardware such as handles and hinges. Remember to number the doors so they go back up in the right order/position.



*

*

2)

Thoroughly clean all woodwork with a good cleaner degreaser to remove all grease and oils that normally build up on your cabinets over time. Sand your surfaces with a light scuff sand with 180/220 grit sandpaper and primer with Fleetwood Bloxx-It primer.  Let the primer dry and sand again using a very fine grit sandpaper. Wipe the primed cabinets with a damp cloth to remove any debris before applying your first coat of Fleetwood Advanced Eggshell, Satinwood or Gloss.





**

3)

Apply the first coat of Fleetwood Advanced in your chosen finish with a 1 inch or 1 and 1/2 inch angled brush to the recessed/detailed areas of the cabinet door without getting the brush marks on the flatter and smoother areas. Next, immediately paint the remaining flat areas of the door with a 4inch microfibre roller and roll over any overlapping brush marks for paint drips to smooth the surface.



*

*

4)

Let your first coat of paint dry for 24-48 hours and then apply a second coat in the same manner. Again, wait 24 hours and once dry you can reinstall your existing hardware to complete your kitchen cabinet makeover.
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								Weekend Project  – Furniture Refresh							
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							Weekend project

Furniture Refresh

Repurpose and reuse preloved furniture

1)

Give the surface a good clean with a mix of 50% methylated spirits and 50% water and spray the solution directly onto the surface. Wipe clean with a cloth and then sand with a sanding sponge or professional sander to ensure an even surface



*

*

2)

Pour your primer into a 4 inch paint tray (Our roll rite trays come with plastic inserts) Apply Bloxx-It primer or Pure Grip primer using a Pro-D brush, 4 inch roller (microfibre or penguin flock foam are great!)  or spray gun. Let the primer dry and if necessary give the surface a very light sand with 180 or 220 grit to remove any rough spots or drip.  You can get your primer tinted into your colour too and this means fewer topcoats and better chance of full coverage.



*

*

3)

Once you have primed and let the surface dry, apply your topcoat of Fleetwood Advanced using your brush, roller or sprayer. Apply thin and event coats and let each coat dry completely before applying the next if you need to.



*

*

4)

Wait 1-2 days before making use of the newly painted chairs, table, dressers etc! Watch the compliments roll in 🙂
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								Weekend Project  – Wall panelling							
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							Weekend project

Create a feature wall

Transform your room with a wood panelling feature wall

1)

Use the formula shown below to work out the width of the spaces based on your wall size and how many squares you want. Cut MDF with a standard width of 3″ to the calculated size.

Apply to the wall using No More Nails.



*

*

2)

Starting with the outer frame and then vertical sections followed by the small horizontal pieces.



*

*

3)

Gently sand all joints with 180 grit sandpaper then apply a wood filler to any gaps. Sand again once dry. Now apply acoat of Fleetwood Bloxx-It to the whole wooden panelling using a Fleetwood Pro-D brush.



*

*

4)

Once the primer is dry paint the entire wall in your preferred finish – Matt or Sheen –  in the colour of your choice.  Follow the full painting tutorial on @for.the.love.of.greige panelling highlights.
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								Exterior Colour Combination Ideas							
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Patricia Wakely – Fleetwood Paints Interior Designer

Spring, for me, tends to signify the start of the season for exterior painting, whether it be your house, shed, out-house or garden there is a pill for every ilk in the exterior diagnosis.

When considering the exterior of your home, apartment or shop it is wise to consider the entire picture as you would your interior, taking all elements into account.  I do like to apply a general rule of picking a particular colour or style for the main portion, harmonising that with a lighter or darker similar colour and lastly creating a pop or feature colour with the front door, windows or garages.  This being a general guide you can choose different combinations relative to the impression you would like to create or the style or purpose of building that it is.



 

The current trend in exteriors is quite reflective of a change in colour depths used in the interior, in that more rich and moody colours are the choice of the trend-conscious home-owner.  Deep greys, blues and greens are much more popular now than ever before and thankfully we should be all aware that virtually any colour that you can imagine is now available as an exterior masonry paint.



 

For the more conservative taste that wishes to make a statement only in their doors and trims, dark and rich exterior trim colours are now more sought after and can be found in a rich eggshell, satin or gloss finish.  Colours like Virtuoso, Dawson Street, Simple Grey, and Ballet Blue are now featuring in the exterior brochure from Fleetwood as an indication of what is possible.



 

Traditionally the urban home and commercial properties can be seen in vibrant cheery colours, but this is slowly creeping into a nationwide choice.  A home can really reflect the personality of the home-owner within and I say, why not embrace the dark side?  As a guide for a 2 storey townhouse, for example, colours like Kingston Lafferty Taupe for a mid or Sligo Abbey for a deep main colour, and with trims in a soft neutral like Victorian White or Cotton Gin will add a sense of heritage and prestige.  If you decide to choose this richer look then let the main body of the house do the talking and use a dark neutral like Midnight from the understated, elegant Ventura range from Arlene McIntyre to use as a gloss finish on the doors.



 

This deeper look can also be embraced in many other styles of building from the single storey to the brick or stone clad semi-detached home.  If considering a home with brickwork I would always recommend balancing the warmth in the brick with a green based neutral like Ashford or in the case of homes with warm stone portions then consider colours like Killiney Hill or Shannon River Fog and door colours like Virtuoso or Paperweight.



 

Thankfully we can now add colour to more surfaces than might have been possible in the recent past like windows and downpipes etc.  More and more often you may see that owners are updating the look of their homes by using a deep grey on their exterior windows and whilst this does truly transform a building, why stop at deep grey?  A definite add of personality to these details can really make a home look more considered, especially when retaining a neutral modern colour for the body of the building, consider choosing something like New Moon as a window and door colour, with design studio grey as main masonry paint – just remember to prepare correctly with a primer like Bloxx -It tinted to the finished shade for the ultimate deep finish.



Thankfully there is an amazing selection of colours for all surfaces and it is worth stepping slightly outside your comfort zone to reflect your own taste and personality.  Don’t believe me? Just give it a go!

Originally graphic designer turned interior designer Patricia Wakely has been an independent consultant for 20 plus years.  Formerly creator of PLUSH Interiors, working on commercial and predominantly private and domestic projects she provides a wide range of services from imaginative concept design to project management, individual colour consultation to personal shopping and bespoke soft furnishing.  Patricia credits her love and quirky use of colour to her background in graphics and applies it to her work in interiors, with the result her style is truly eclectic, fun and forward thinking.  Patricia sums it up best when she says “Interior design is a reflection of the person within, and good interior design creates a space that fits one’s personality in a beautiful yet functional way.” http://wakelydesign.com/
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                                    Freddie Fleetwood circa 1980

                                    
                                
    
                                    
                          
                            
    
                  

                  
                

    
            
              
                  
                  
                          
                        
                            
                            
                                
                                
                          
                                    A store front we decorated for Home Decor Navan. 20 years on and we still have 'Everything from Start to Perfect Finish!'.

                                    
                                
    
                                    
                          
                            
    
                  

                  
                

    
            
              
                  
                  
                          
                        
                            
                            
                                
                                
                          
                                    Rows and rows of brush handles waiting for their final finish in the factory in Virginia, Co. Cavan. Because they were hand-made Fleetwood brushes were regarded as the best on the market.

                                    
                                
    
                                    
                          
                            
    
                  

                  
                

    
            
              
                  
                  
                          
                        
                            
                            
                                
                                
                          
                                    The very first time we saw Freddie Fleetwood on our logo!

                                    
                                
    
                                    
                          
                            
    
                  

                  
                

    
            
              
                  
                  
                          
                        
                            
                            
                                
                                
                          
                                    A vintage photo of a 1970 Fleetwood delivery - back before we sold paint and were just Ireland's leading brush and accessory manufacture.

                                    
                                
    
                                    
                          
                            
    
                  

                  
                

    
            
              
                  
                  
                          
                        
                            
                            
                                
                                
                          
                                    A flashback to Fleetwood's range of paint from the 1980's. We think some of the packaging designs have aged very well. Others......maybe not so much!

                                    
                                
    
                                    
                          
                            
    
                  

                  
                

    
            
              
                  
                  
                          
                        
                            
                            
                                
                                
                          
                                    The Fleetwood Stand from the 1954 Dublin Horse Show in the RDS.

                                    
                                
    
                                    
                          
                            
    
                  

                  
                

    
            
              
                  
                  
                          
                        
                            
                            
                                
                                
                          
                                    Here's a behind the scenes image of our roller sets being assembled in Virginia Co. Cavan! Circa 1970

                                    
                                
    
                                    
                          
                            
    
                  

                  
                

    
          
    












        
                Visit Our Instagram page
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